2015 GRAPHIC NOVELS RECEIVING TWO OR MORE STARRED REVIEWS

SIX STARS ★★★★★★
Lost in NYC: A Subway Adventure by Nadia Spiegelman - K+
Drowned City: Hurricane Katrina & New Orleans by Don Brown - YA

FIVE STARS ★★★★★
Roller Girl by Victoria Jamieson - Middle School+
Written and Drawn by Henrietta by Liniers - K+
Nimona by Noelle Stevenson - YA

FOUR STARS ★★★★
Fable Comics edited by Chris Duffy - K+
Honor Girl: A Graphic Memoir by Maggie Thrash - YA

THREE STARS ★★★
SuperMutant Magic Academy by Jillian Tamaki - A/YA
The Last Kids on Earth by Max Brallier - K+
The Only Child by Guojing - K+
Little Robot by Ben Hatke - K+
Sunny Side Up by Jennifer L. Holm - Middle School+
The Boy Who Crashed to Earth by Judd Winick - K+

TWO STARS ★★
Flop to the Top! by Eleanor Davis - K+
Baby Yaga’s Assistant by Marika McCoola - Middle School+
Ares: Bringer of War by George O’Connor - Middle School+
A Year Without Mom by Dasha Tolstikova - Middle School+
Macbeth: A Graphic Novel by Gareth Hinds - YA